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Luxury Custom Homes
WE UNDERSTAND THAT YOUR NEW HOME IS MUCH MORE THAN A HOUSE

It is with much anticipation that Drew and Jonathan Scott debut their new luxury 
custom home program, Dream Homes By Scott Living. The brothers are bringing 
their award-winning design expertise, passion for unique architecture and relentless 
pursuit of  perfection to this one-of-a-kind offering. 

The brothers will launch the Dream Homes By Scott Living program in Las Vegas, 
a city close to their hearts that boasts many of  the world’s most sought-after custom 
home communities. Choose your favorite development and they will adapt their 
design to best showcase the spectacular views of  your lot. Whether you desire an 
awe inspiring country club estate or an elevated masterpiece overlooking the valley, 
every Dream Home will be one of  a kind, carefully crafted with exquisite architec-
tural design and the finest of  modern luxuries. 

When you build a home design by The Scott Brothers, you’re making a statement 
that you settle for nothing but the best.

Jonathan
& Drew Scott



The Viewpoint
10,697 SQUARE FEET

This beautiful custom home features a sleek design like no other. The home’s entry is on 
the upper level, making it a unique “reverse two story home” where the main rooms are 
at the top floor and secondary rooms are on the level below. These spaces work togeth-
er in a complementary manner, creating an incredible flow and seamless transition for 
guests. The break-away sliding doors showcase a breezy “inside-outside” feel, bringing 
the natural beauty of  the outdoors in to the living space. With several premium features 
prominently displayed throughout this exquisite home, even the finest of  resorts pale 
in comparison. The clean lines, contemporary design and clever features make for the 
perfect model of  a Scott Brothers Dream Home. (Floor Plan, p. 9-10)
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The Vertex
6,585 SQUARE FEET

If  your style is artistic and modern, enjoy the natural light offered 
in every corner of  this eclectic masterpiece. Highlights include 
angled roofs that seem to reach out for the sky, and glass that fol-
lows the roofs to their peak. By incorporating unique shapes and 
towering windows that light up the entire home, even the shadows 
created within are an amazing example of  pairing nature with 
art. From the courtyard to the breathtaking walk to the front door, 
you’ll be amazed before even entering the house. Once inside, 
notice the open yet detailed space and angled walls harmonizing 
the architecturally cutting-edge exterior. (Floor Plan, p. 11)



Water’s Edge
5,541 SQUARE FEET

Welcome home to this exemplary display of  modern design. A symbol of  architectural inno-
vation at its finest, this home’s clean exterior lines are just the tip of  the iceberg. As soon as you 
enter the courtyard, your journey continues across the bridge above the stunning main pool. 
This oasis is enclosed by the house itself  and has been designed to be completely private. The 
open interior spaces all overlook this beautiful area, letting the pristine landscape shine both 
outdoors and from the view inside. (Floor Plan, p. 12)
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Floor Plans
UPPER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN 10

The Viewpoint
UPPER LEVEL (LEFT), LOWER LEVEL (RIGHT)



CONCEPT #2 CONCEPT #3 12
The Vertex
MAIN LEVEL

Water’s Edge
MAIN LEVEL



Chateau Development is honored to be selected by Jonathan and Drew Scott as their 
exclusive builder of  Dream Homes by Scott Living.  Chateau Development is a perfect 
fit to build Dream Homes by Scott Living.  Chateau Development is fully staffed with 
industry experts who have also worked closely with Jonathan and Drew on many of  their 
own projects as documented in the HGTV television series Property Brothers at Home and 
Brother vs. Brother.
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